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ABSTRACT
Blue–shifted absorption lines from highly ionised iron are seen in some high inclinationX-
ray binary systems, indicating the presence of an equatorial disc wind. This launch mechanism
is under debate, but thermal driving should be ubiquitous. X-ray irradiation from the central
source heats disc surface, forming a wind from the outer disc where the local escape velocity
is lower than the sound speed. The mass loss rate from each part of the disc is determined by
the luminosity and spectral shape of the central source. We use these together with an assumed
density and velocity structure of the wind to predict the column density and ionisation state,
then combine this with a Monte-Carlo radiation transfer to predict the detailed shape of the
absorption (and emission) line profiles. We test this on the persistent wind seen in the bright
neutron star binary GX 13+1, with luminosity L/LEdd ∼ 0.5. We approximately include the
effect of radiation pressure because of high luminosity, and compute line features. We compare
these to the highest resolution data, the Chandra third order grating spectra, which we show
here for the first time. This is the first physical model for the wind in this system, and it succeeds
in reproducing many of the features seen in the data, showing that the wind in GX13+1 is
most likely a thermal-radiation driven wind. This approach, combined with better streamline
structures derived from full radiation hydrodynamic simulations, will allow future calorimeter
data to explore the detail wind structure.
Key words: accretion, accretion discs –black hole physics –X-rays: binaries—X-ray: individ-
ual: (GX 13+1)
1 INTRODUCTION
LowMassX-ray Binaries (LMXBs) are systemswhere a companion
star overflows its Roche lobe, so that material spirals down towards
a compact object which can be either a black hole or neutron star.
The observed X-ray emission is powered by the enourmous gravita-
tional potential energy released by this material as it falls inwards,
lighting up the regions of intense space–time curvature and giving
observational tests of strong gravity.
This inflow also powers outflows. Accretion disc winds are
seen via blue–shifted absorption lines from highly ionised material
in high inclination LMXBs (see e.g. the reviews by Ponti et al. 2012;
DíazTrigo&Boirin 2016) but the drivingmechanismof thesewinds
is not well understood. The potential candidates are acceleration
? E-mail: tomaru@astro.isas.jaxa.jp
of gas by the Lorentz force from magnetic fields threading discs
(magnetic driving: Blandford& Payne 1982; Fukumura et al. 2014),
radiation pressure on the electrons (continuum driving: Proga &
Kallman 2002; Hashizume et al. 2015) and thermal expansion of
the hot disc atmosphere heated by the central X-ray source, which
makes a wind at radii which are large enough for the sound speed to
exceed the local escape velocity (thermal driving: Begelman et al.
1983; Woods et al. 1996, hereafter W96).
Recent work has focussed on magnetic driving, primarily be-
cause of a single observation of dramatic wind absorption seen
from the black hole GRO J1655-40 at low luminosity, far below the
Eddington limit where continuum driving becomes important, and
with a derived launch radius which is far too small for thermal driv-
ing (Miller et al. 2006; Luketic et al. 2010; Higginbottom & Proga
2015). Magnetic wind models can fit this spectrum (Fukumura et al.
2017), but then it is difficult to understand why such high column
© 2018 The Authors
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and (relatively) low ionisation winds are not seen from other ob-
servations of this object or any other high inclination systems with
similar luminosities and spectra. Instead, the unique properties of
this wind could potentially be explained if the outflow has become
optically thick along the line of sight. This would suppress the ob-
served flux from an intrinsically super–Eddington source (Shidatsu
et al. 2016; Neilsen et al. 2016). Alternatively, this singular wind
may be a transient phenomena, not representative of the somewhat
lower column/higher ionisation winds which are normally seen.
What then powers the more typical winds? Thermal driving
qualitatively fits the observed properties, as these winds are pref-
erentially seen in systems with larger discs (Díaz Trigo & Boirin
2016). X-rays fromnear the compact objects (the inner disc emission
and any corona and/or boundary layer) irradiate the outer disc, and
the balance between Compton heating and cooling heats the surface
to the Compton temperature, which is a luminosity weighted mean
energy given by TIC = 14
∫
EL(E)dE/∫ L(E)dE (Begelman et al.
1983; Done et al. 2018, hereafter D18).This temperature is constant
with radius, as it depends only on the spectrum of the radiation
from the central region, but gravity decreases with distance from
the source. For a large enough disc, the isothermal sound speed
from this Compton temperature is bigger than the escape velocity,
so the heated material makes a transition from forming a bound at-
mosphere, to an outflowing wind. This defines the Compton Radius
(RIC = GMmp/kTIC = (6.4 × 104/TIC,8)Rg, where Rg = GM/c2
and TIC,8 = TIC/108 K) as the typical launch radius for a thermal
wind (Begelman et al. 1983, D18).
These thermal wind models give an analytic solution for the
mass loss rate from the disc (Begelman et al. 1983, W96). However,
to calculate the observables such as column density and ionisation
structure requires an understanding of the velocity as a function of
two-dimensional position (or equivalently, velocity as a function of
length along a streamline, together with the shape of the stream-
lines). D18 assume a very simple 2-dimensional density and veloc-
ity structure along radial streamlines, and show that this can match
the column seen in the full hydrodynamic simulation of W96. This
composite model was applied to multiple spectra of H1743–322,
matching the wind seen in its disk dominated state, and predicting
the disappearance of thesewind absorption lines in a bright low/hard
state, as observed (Shidatsu&Done 2017, in prep). This wind disap-
pearance does not occur from simply the change in photo-ionisation
state from the changing illumination (Miller et al. 2012). The key
difference is that thermal winds respond to changing illumination
by changing their launch radius, density and velocity as well as
responding to the changing photo-ionising spectrum (Shidatsu &
Done 2017, in prep).
Here we explore the thermal wind predictions in more detail,
using a 3–dimensional Monte-Carlo simulation code MONACO
(Odaka et al. 2011) to calculate the radiation transport through
the material so as to predict the resulting emission and absorp-
tion line profiles. We calculate these for the very simple con-
stant velocity structure assumed in D18, and then extend this to
consider an accelerating wind along biconical streamlines, as a
more appropriate disk wind geometry (Waters & Proga 2012). We
show results from both these geometries for the specific case of
L/LEdd = 0.3,TIC,8 = 0.13, Rout = 5RIC to compare with W96.
We apply the biconical wind model to the bright neutron
star binary system GX13+1. This system is unique amongst all
the black hole and neutron star binaries in showing persistently
strong blueshifted absorption features in its spectrum (Ueda et al.
2004; D’Aì et al. 2014). The X-ray continuum is rather stable, with
TIC,8 ∼ 0.13, making it a good match to the simulations, but it has
slightly higher luminosity at L/LEdd = 0.5. This means that radia-
tion pressure should become important, decreasing the radius from
which the wind can be launched and increasing its column density.
We compare results from a hybrid thermal/radiative wind (calcu-
lated using the approximate radiation pressure correction fromD18)
to the detailed absorption line profiles seen in the third order Chan-
dra grating data from this source. This is the first quantatiative,
physical model for the wind, and the first exploration of the highest
spectral resolution data from this source. While magnetic driving
models are always possible, our results match the majority of the
observed features, showing that the wind properites are broadly
consistent with hybrid thermal-radiative driving.
2 RADIATIVE TRANSFER CODE
We use the Monte-Carlo simulation code MONACO (Odaka et al.
2011) to calculate radiative transfer through the wind. MONACO
uses its original physics implementation of photon interactions
(Watanabe et al. 2006; Odaka et al. 2011) while it employs the
Geant4 toolkit library (Agostinelli et al. 2003) for photon tracking
in an arbitrary 3–dimensional geometry.
We consider an azimuthally symmetric density and veloc-
ity field, then use the XSTAR photo-ionization code (Kallman &
Bautista 2001) to calculate the equilibrium population of ions from
each element assuming one-dimensional radiation transfer from the
central source.We grid in radial distance, r , and θ and assume the il-
luminating flux is the transmitted part of the central spectrum along
the line of sight to the element. This gives an ionisation parameter
ξ(r, θ) = L exp(−τabs)
n(r, θ)r2 (2.1)
where τabs is the optical depth to absorption (but does not in-
clude electron scattering), and n(r, θ) is the density as a function of
position.
We then useMONACO to track photons through this ionisation
structure, including their interaction with this material. Photons
interacting with ions can be absorbed in photo-ionisation or photo-
excitation, and photons generated via recombination and atomic
deexcitation are tracked. Doppler shifts of the absorption cross-
sections from the velocity structure of the material are included, as
is the Compton energy change on interaction with free electrons.
Ideally, this calculated radiation field should then be used as input
to XSTAR, the ion populations recalculated, and the process should
be iterated until convergence. However, for our simulations here
the wind is mostly optically thin, so we do not include this self-
consistent iteration. This method of radiation transfer calculation
is based on the Hagino et al. (2015), but the geometry and the
velocity/density structure we use is reflected on the thermally driven
winds in LMXBs whereas Hagino et al. (2015) is focussed on the
UV-line driven winds in Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN). Also, as
thermal winds are typically highly ionised, we consider only H-
like and He-like ions of Fe and calculate the spectrum only over a
restricted energy band of 6.5–7.2 keV. Table.1 details the transitions
used.
3 RADIAL STREAMLINES: D18
3.1 Geometry and Parameters
We first consider the radial streamline wind model of D18. This
calculates the analytic mass loss rate per unit area, Ûm(R) where R
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2018)
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Line ID Energy [keV] oscillator strength
Fe XXV Heα y 6.668 6.57 × 10−2
Fe XXV Heα w 6.700 7.26 × 10−1
Fe XXVI Lyα2 6.952 1.36 × 10−1
Fe XXVI Lyα1 6.973 2.73 × 10−1
Table 1. Detailed parameters for each line included in these MONACO
simulations. Note that we list only lineswhich have larger oscillator strengths
than 10−3.
Figure 1. Distribution of density (left) and mean Fe ionization state (right)
for the radial streamline model
denotes distance along the disc plane. Integrating over the whole
disc gives the total mass loss rate in the wind, ÛM . This is assumed to
flow along radial (centered at the origin) streamlines from a launch
radius which is 0.2RIC for high L/LEdd, with constant velocity set
at the mass loss weighted average escape velocity. The mass loss
rate along each radial streamline is weighted with angle such that
ÛM(θ) ∝ ÛM(1 − cos θ), and then mass conservation gives n(r, θ) ∝
(1 − cos θ)/r2. D18 show that these assumptions lead to a total
column density through the structure which matches to within a
factor 2 of that in the hydrodynamic simulations of W96 (see also
Section 4).
We put this structure into MONACO for L = 0.3LEdd with
TIC = 1.3 × 107 K and Rout = 5RIC (mass loss rate ÛMw = 2.0 ×
1019g s−1 for a 10M black hole which means the ratio of mass
loss rate to mass accretion rate ÛMw/ ÛMa = 3.9, where the ÛMa =
L/(0.1c2), launch radius of 0.2RIC ≈ 105Rg and weighted average
vout = 420km/s). We include turbulence, assuming vturb = vout,
and calculate the rotation velocity along each stream line assuming
angular momentum conservation (see Appendix A).
We make a grid which follows the symmetry of the assumed
structure, i.e. centred on the origin, with 20 linearly spaced spherical
shells from 0.2 − 5RIC, and 20 angles, linearly spaced in θ from
7−83◦ (see below). This density structure is shown in the left panel
of Fig. 1, while the right panel shows the mean Fe ion state obtained
from the XSTAR calculation. This is constant along each streamline
because the ionisation parameter ξ = L/(nr2), and the constant
velocity radial streamlines mean that density decreases as 1/r2.
Fe is almost completely ionised over the whole grid, with a small
fraction of hydrogen-like iron remaining only for high inclination
streamlines.
3.2 MONACO output
Fig. 2 shows the resulting spectra at three different inclination an-
gles. These show that the emission lines are always similarly weak,
and that the electron scattered continuum flux makes only a ∼ 0.5%
contribution to the total flux, but that the absorption lines strongly
increase at higher inclination angles. We calculate the equivalent
width (EW) of each emission and absorption line by fitting the
continuum outside the emission and absorption regions with an ar-
bitrary function (F(E) = aEbE+c Odaka et al. 2016). The EW of
each emission and absorption line is then measured by numerical
integration of the difference between the model and the simulation
data. The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the EW of the He-like (red)
and H-like Lyα2 (green) and Lyα1 (blue) absorption lines. The cor-
responding emission lines always have EW lower than 0.1 eV so
are not seen on this plot. The strong increase of the absorption line
EW with inclination clearly shows that the wind is equatorial (by
construction from the 1−cos θ density dependence and constant ve-
locity assumptions). At inclinations above 70◦, the Doppler wings
of the Kα1 and Kα2 absorption lines merge together due to the
turbulent velocities, so Fig. 3 shows only a single EW for this blend.
Fig. 3 (right) shows the outflow velocity, as measured from the
energy of the deepest absorption lines (with error set by the reso-
lution of the simulation to ±0.5 eV). These velocities are constant
within 25% as a function of inclination, again by construction due to
the assumption of constant radial velocity along radial streamlines.
4 DIVERGINGWIND
In section 3, we considered a wind model with constant velocity
along radial streamlines. However, the expected thermal wind ge-
ometry is instead much more like an accelerating, diverging bicon-
ical wind Waters & Proga (2012). Full streamline structures which
give the density and velocity of the wind at all points can only be
found by hydrodynamic calculations (but see Clarke & Alexander
2016 for some analytic approximations). Since modern calculations
only exist for the singular case of GRO J1655-40, we follow D18
and use the W96 simulation results. W96 does not give full den-
sity/velocity structures, but do give total column density through
the wind at three different luminosities. We use these to match to
our assumed streamline and velocity structure, which is the standard
biconical diverging disc wind used in a variety of systems including
cataclysmic variables (Knigge et al. 1995; Long & Knigge 2002)
and Active Galaxies (Sim et al. 2010; Hagino et al. 2015).
4.1 Geometry and Parameters
The geometry can be defined by 3 parameters (Fig. 4).
(i) Rin = 0.1RIC, the distance from the source to the inner edge
of the wind
(ii) Rout, the distance from the source to outer edge of the wind
(iii) αmin, the angle from z axis to the inner edge of the wind
The disc wind is fan-shaped, with a focal point offset down from
the centre by a distance d = 0.1RIC/tanαmin so that the wind fills
the angles from αmax − αmin down to the disc surface. We use R to
denote distance along the disc surface, and r, θ denote radial distance
and polar angle from the origin, as before. αmin (or equivalently d)
is a free parameter, which sets the wind geometry.
Streamlines are assumed to be along lines of constant angle α
(where αmin < α < αmax) from the focal point. Distance along a
streamline which starts on the disc at radius R is l(R) (see Appendix.
A). Velocity along the streamline is assumed to be of the form
v(r, θ) = fvcch(r)
√
l(r,θ)
R(r) , i.e. this wind accelerates with distance
along the streamline, with a terminal velocity which is related via a
free parameter fv to the characteristic sound speed cch , given by the
balance between heating and cooling in the time it takes the wind
to reach a height H ∼ R (D18). The density structure is solved by
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2018)
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Figure 2. Spectra computed for the radial streamline model with 1 eV resolution for different lines of sight. Each panel shows the spectrum in a different
inclination angle bin (the angular bin sizes are indicated the top of each panel). The total spectrum is shown in black (top), the spectrum direct photons in red
and scattered/reprocessed spectrum is blue (bottom). Note that the vertical axis is plotted linearly in the top panels but logarithmically in the bottom panels.
Lines are Fe XXV (6.668 keV for Heα y and 6.700 keV for Heα w ) and Fe XXVI (6.952 keV for Lyα2 and 6.973 keV for Lyα1). The equatorial density structure
of the wind means that the absorption is much stronger at high inclination angles. The emission is more isotropic, so it can clearly be seen at low inclination
angles, but is absorbed by the wind at high inclinations.
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Figure 3. Left panel: EW of the absorption lines as a function of inclination
angle, Fe XXV (Heα w, red) and Fe XXVI (Lyα2, green and Lyα1, blue). The
EW of all absorption lines increases strongly at higher inclination, showing
the assumed equatorial disc wind geometry. The Doppler wings (with width
set by turbulent velocity) of the two H-like absorption lines start to merge
for inclinations above 70◦ so above this we show the total EW of the two
lines. Right panel: the blue shifted absorption line velocity for each ion
species. This clearly shows the assumed constant velocity structure of the
radial streamline.
the mass conservation continuity equation along streamlines (see
Appendix B). We calculate the wind properties out to a distance
which is twice that of the focal point of the wind to Rout.
We set the free parameter values, fv and αmin, and calculate the
total column along each line of sight, NH (θ), to the central source
for parameters matching to the three W96 simulations. These are
Disc
Source
Wind
Rin
Rout
αmin
Focal point
i
Observer
d
αmax
Figure 4. The geometry of the diverging biconical wind model.
L/LEdd = 0.3, 0.08 with Rout = 5RIC and L/LEdd = 0.01 with
Rout = 12RIC. We adjust fv and αmin to minimise the difference
between our model and W96. We find αmin = 7◦ and fv = 0.25
matches within a factor 2 of the results from W96. Fig. 5 shows
results with these parameters (filled circles), compared to the radial
wind model of Section 3 (open circles) as well as the W96 results
(solid line). This more physically realistic geometry and velocity
gives a similarly good match to the simulations as the D18 radial
wind.
The resulting density structure from this different geometry
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2018)
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Figure 5. The solid lines show column density as a function of the cosine
of the inclination angle through the wind resulting from the hydrodynamic
simulations of W96 for L/LEdd = 0.01(green), 0.08 (red), 0.3 (black). The
filled circles show that resulting from the diverging biconical wind (Section
4) while the open circles show the radial streamline model of D18 (Section
3).
Figure 6. Distribution of density (left) and Fe ionisation state (right) for
the diverging wind geometry. The accelerating flow gives higher density
material close to the disc compared to the constant velocity outflow model
in Fig. 1, giving lower mean ionisation state.
and velocity are shown in the left panel of Fig. 6 for L/LEdd = 0.3.
Comparing this with the radial wind shows that the density is higher
closer to the disc, and lower further away due to the material accel-
erating away from the disc rather than being at constant velocity.
We run XSTAR as before, and the right panel of Fig. 6 shows that
this leads to a lower mean ionisation state of Fe than before, and this
is no longer constant along the radial sightline due to the different
wind geometry.
4.2 MONACO output
We calculate the emission and absorption lines resulting from the
different wind structure (Fig. 7). The diverging bipolar wind has
higher density material closer to the source compared to the radial
wind geometry, so it subtends a larger solid angle to scattering. This
means that there is more emission line contribution, as well as a
higher fraction of electron scattered continuum (around 2%, see the
lower panel of Fig. 7). The left panel of Fig. 8 shows the emission
line EW (dotted lines) for each ion species (red: Fe XXV w, green:
Fe XXVI Lyα2, blue: Lyα1). These can now be of order 1eV for
face on inclinations, decreasing at higher inclination as they are
significantly suppressed by line absorption.
The corresponding absorption line EWs are shown as the solid
lines (compare to Fig. 3). The lower mean ionisation state leads to
more He-like Fe, so there is more of this ion seen in absorption
than in the radial streamline model. These absorption lines increase
as a function of inclination angle as before, but now the Lyα1 and
Lyα2 do not merge together at the highest inclination angles due to
OBSID MODE Date Exposure (ks)
11815 TE-F 24/07/2010 28
11816 TE-F 30/07/2010 28
11814 TE-F 01/08/2010 28
11817 TE-F 03/08/2010 28
Table 2. List of the Chandra HETG observations
the different velocity structure (see right panel of Fig. 8). The lines
are formed preferentially in the higher density material close to the
disc. The assumed acceleration lawmeans that the typical velocities
here are lower than in the constant velocity model, as the material
has only just begun to accelerate. Thus the turbulence is also lower,
so the Doppler width of the absorption lines is smaller. This also
means that the absorption line saturates to a constant EW at lower
column density, so the EW of the absorption lines does not increase
so strongly as before at the highest inclination angles.
5 COMPARISONWITH GX13+1
Wenow use themore physicallymotivated diverging biconical wind
geometry to comparewith observational data.An ideal sourcewould
be one which is not too different from the parameters simulated in
the previous sections, as here we know the total column from W96
and know that our assumed velocity/density matches to this. Of
the sources listed in Díaz Trigo & Boirin (2016), the neutron star
LMXB GX13+1 is the source which has most similar L/LEdd and
TIC to that assumed here, and it also has the advantage that it is a
persistent source, with relatively constant luminosity and spectral
shape, and it shows similarly strong absorption lines in multiple
datasets.
5.1 Observational data
GX13+1 was observed by the Chandra HighEnergy Transmission
Grating (HETG) 4 times in two weeks in 2010 (Table. 2). The
first order data are shown in D’Aì et al. (2014) and reveal multiple
absorption features from highly ionised elements (see also Ueda
et al. 2004 for similar features in an earlier observation). Higher
order grating spectra give higher resolution, as demonstrated for
the black hole binaries by (Miller et al. 2015). Here we show for
the first time the third order Chandra data for GX13+1. We ex-
tract first- and third-order HEG spectra from these observations,
using CIAO version 4.9 and corresponding calibration files. We re-
process the event files with ”chandra_repro”, and make response
files using ”mktgres” to make the redistribution and ancillary re-
sponse files. We run ”tgsplit” to get the HEG ±3 spectra, and run
”combine_grating_spectra” to combine HEG plus andminus orders
for each observation to derive a single 1st order spectrum (black),
and a single 3rd order spectrum (red) as shown in Fig. 9. The 1st
order spectra can resolve the components of the He-like Fe triplet,
with a clear dip to the low energy side at the resonance line energy
of 6.7 keV, but the H-like Lyα1 and α2 are blended together. The
higher resolution of the 3rd order spectra is able to clearly sepa-
rate the He-like intercombination and resonance lines, and even the
H-like Lyα1 and α2 (Miller et al. 2015).
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Figure 7. As in Fig 2, but for the diverging biconical wind geometry.
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Figure 8. As in Fig. 3, but for the diverging wind model. The lower The
lower ionisation state means that there is also a contribution from the inter-
combination line of Fe XXV Heα y (black) at the highest inclinations.
5.2 Model of GX 13+1
We fit the contemporaneous RXTE spectrum (ObsID 95338-01-01-
05) with a model consisting of a disc, Comptonised boundary layer
and its reflection. The resulting inverse Compton temperature of
the continuum (disc plus Comptonisation) is TIC ∼ 1.2 × 107 K,
almost identical to the simulation (see also D’Aì et al. 2014). The
luminosity is L = 0.5LEdd (Díaz Trigo et al. 2014; D’Aì et al. 2014),
similar to the maximum simulation value of L = 0.3LEdd in W96.
The simulation also requires Rout, which can be calculated from
the orbital period and mass of binary stars. GX 13+1 has 24 day
orbital period, and the neutron star and companion have masses of
1.4M and 5M respectively (Bandyopadhyay et al. 1999; Corbet
et al. 2010). This gives a binary separation a = 4.6 × 1012cm, for a
Roche-lobe radius RR/a = 0.27. The disc size is then Rout = 10RIC
assuming that Rout = 0.8RR (Shahbaz et al. 1998), double the value
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Figure 9. HEG spectra of GX 13+1 from 1st order (black) and 3rd order
(red).
assumed in the simulations. D18 shows that this increase in disc size
makes the predicted column slightly larger, but the effect is fairly
small (Fig. 3: D18). Fig. 10 (blue line) shows the predicted column
density through the wind as a function of inclination angle. This
is very similar to the column predicted for the fiducial simulations
(Fig. 5)
However, D18 show that radiation pressure should make a
rapidly increasing contribution to the wind as L/LEdd increases
from 0.3 − 0.7. The GX13+1 luminosity is midway between these
two, so radiation pressure should significantly lower the effective
gravity, meaning that the wind can be launched from smaller radii.
We follow D18 and estimate a radiation pressure correction to the
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2018)
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Figure 10. The column density as a function of the cosine of the inclination
angle for the diverging biconical wind calculated for the system parameters
of GX13+1. The blue line shows the predictions for a purely thermal wind,
while the red includes a very simple treatment of radiation pressure. The
source has L/LEdd ∼ 0.5, so the thermal wind can be launched from closer
in due to the lower effective gravity. This effect has a large impact on the
predicted column, so the details of how this radiation pressure correction
affects the velocity and density structure will be important in determining
the line profiles.
launch radius of R¯IC = (1.0 − 0.5LEdd/0.71LEdd)RIC = 0.30RIC
, hence Rout = 33R¯IC, dramatically larger than assumed in the
fiducial simulations. This correction predicts a density which is 11
times larger and column along any sightline which is 3.3 times
larger assuming (as in D18) that the velocity structure is unchanged
(red line, Fig. 10). This increase in Rout in terms of RIC means that
more wind is produced (as in D18), so the wind efficiency increases
to 4.0 (from 2.3).
The column density goes close to 1024 cm−2 at high inclina-
tions, so electron scattering becomes important. This effect reduces
the illuminating ionising flux by e−τT from the central source along
the line of sight to each wind element, and also increases the con-
tribution of diffuse and scattered emission from the wind to the
ionising continuum. We include scattering, reducing the XSTAR
illumination by e−τT along each line of sight, but do not include the
diffuse emission as the timescale to integrate over the entire wind
at each point is prohibitive.
We runMONACOon this wind structure to predict the detailed
absorption line profiles for comparison to the 3rd order HEG data.
Fig. 11 shows the result assuming an inclination angle of 80◦ (Díaz
Trigo et al. 2012) which gives the best fit to the data. This gives a
fairly good match to the overall absorption, except for the highest
velocity material seen in the data. Lower inclination angles give
higher blueshift, but lower absorption line equivalent width, while
higher inclination gives larger absorption line but lower blueshift
(see Fig. 12). Thus it is not possible to completely reproduce the
observed lines in GX13+1 with our simple radiation pressure cor-
rected thermal wind model. This is not surprising, as radiation
pressure will almost certainly change the velocity law by radiative
acceleration as well as changing the launch radius. Full radiation
hydrodynamic simulations are required to predict the resulting ve-
locity and density structure. Nonetheless, our result demonstrates
for the first time that hybrid thermal-radiative wind models can give
a good overall match to the column and ionisation state of the wind
in GX13+1, and that current data can already give constraints on
the velocity and density structure of this material.
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Figure 11. The model (red) and HEG 3rd order spectrum (black). The best
fit inclination angle is i = 80◦. This gives roughly the correct column of Fe
XXV and XXVI at low velocity, but fails to match the observed higher velocity
blue wing to the absorption features.
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Figure 12. As in Fig. 8, but with the system parameters of GX 13+1 and the
simplest radiation pressure correction to make a hybrid thermal/radiative
wind.
6 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
We construct a Monte-Carlo code to calculate detailed spectra from
any given density and velocity distribution of highly ionised mate-
rial. We use this to explore the absorption and emission lines of H
and He-like Fe for the mass loss rates predicted from thermal wind
models. We first use the radial streamline, constant velocity model
of D18 which is able to reproduce the column derived from the
hydrodynamic calculations of W96, but then extend this to a more
realistic disc-wind geometry with gas accelerating along diverging
streamlines, again reproducing the column fromW96. The different
assumed velocity and density structures for the thermal wind mass
loss rates give different predictions for the overall ionisation state
of the material, the resulting EW of emission and absorption lines,
and their velocity shift. These show the potential of observations to
test the detailed structure of the wind.
We apply the biconical discwindmodel to some of the best data
on winds from an LMXB. The neutron star GX13+1 shows strong
and persistent absorption features in Chandra first order HETG
spectra (Ueda et al. 2004; D’Aì et al. 2014), but here we show for
the first time the higher resolution third order data.Wefind thatwhile
the source is fairly well matched to the parameters of the brightest
fiducial simulation in terms ofTIC, the higher luminosity (L/LEdd =
0.5 compared to 0.3 for the simulation) makes a significant impact
on the predicted wind propertiesas it puts the source firmly into the
regime where radiation pressure driving should become important.
We use the simple radiation pressure correction suggested by
D18 and calculate the line profiles from a hybrid thermal-radiative
MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2018)
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wind. The additional radiation pressure driving means that the wind
can be launched from much closer to the central source, and has
higher mass loss rate. This is the first detailed test of the absorption
line profiles predicted by physical wind models on any source other
than the singular wind seen in GRO J1655-40 (Luketic et al. 2010).
Our simulations quantitatively match many of the observed features
except for the highest velocity material. This is not surprising, given
the simplistic assumptions about the effect of radiation pressure. In
future work we will use the wind velocity and density structure
determined from full radiation hydrodynamics simulations in or-
der to properly test the thermal-radiative wind models in GX13+1.
Nonetheless, our current simulations already show that the thermal-
radiative winds can potentially explain all of the wind absorption
features seen in GX13+1, so that there is very little room for any
additional magnetically driven winds in this source.
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APPENDIX A: THE ROTATION VELOCITY FOR
RADIAL STREAMLINES
Here we give details of how we calculate the rotation velocity of
each element of the wind for radial streamlines (Section 3). We
have a linear radial grid, with 20 points from Rin to Rout , so
spaced by dR = (Rout − Rin)/20. The inner shell has midpoint
R0 = Rin + dR/2. We inject all the mass loss rate into this radial
shell, distributed as (1−cos θ), on a linear grid of 20 points in θ. Each
point on this inner shell is at a horizontal distance of R0 sin θ from the
black hole.We assume thematerial has the Keplarian velocity at this
horizontal distance i.e. vφ(R0, θ) =
√
GM/(R0sinθ). Angular mo-
mentum conservation along each stream line (of constant θ for these
radial streamlines) then gives R0 sin θvφ(R0, θ) = R sin θvφ(R, θ) so
vφ(R, θ) = (R/R0)vφ(R0, θ)
APPENDIX B: DENSITY AND VELOCITY STRUCTURE
FOR THE DIVERGING STREAMLINES
The divergingwind streamlines originate from the focal point which
is a distance d below the black hole (see Fig 4). The innermost edge
of the streamlines for the wind is at αmin = arctan(Rin/d), and
the outer edge is at αmax = arctan(Rout/d). We make a linear
grid so there are 40 angle elements in the wind, separated by dα =
(αmax − αmin)/40 so that αi = α0 + idα for i = 0 . . . 40. We have
α0 as a free parameter, set by comparison to the results of W96 (see
section 4)
Themaximum ’streamline’ length below the disc is fromαmax ,
where D =
√
d2 + R2out . We follow this for the same length above
the disc. This defines the outer radius of the simulation box which
is Rmax = 2
√
d2 + R2out . We take the inner edge at Rin = 0.1RIC .
We superpose a standard θ grid on this (measuring down from
the z-axis to radial lines from the centre: Fig.B1). We set θ0 to the
point where the innermost streamline edge (at angle α0) reaches
Rmax from the origin, and take 41 angles from this to pi/2, giving
θ j ( j = 0, 1..40). We make shells using the crossing points of these
angles θ j with the initial angles αi (Fig.B1). We also define the
midpoint angles Ai = (αi + αi+1)/2 and Θj = 12 (θ j + θ j+1) .
The velocity along each stream line at a distance li j from its
launch point on the disc at radius Ri = d tan Ai is
vl(Ri, li j ) = fvcch(Ri)
√
li j
Ri
(B1)
where
li j = Di j − d/cos Ai,Di j = d
sinΘj
sin(Θj − Ai) (B2)
for a characteristic sound speed cch(Ri) =
√
kTch (Ri )
µmp
defined from
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FigureB1.Details of themodel geometry for the divergingwind streamlines.
the characteristic temperature
Tch(Ri) =
(
L
Lcr
)2/3
(Ri/RIC )−2/3 (B3)
where the critical luminosity, Lcr is
Lcr =
1
8
(
me
µmp
)1/2 (mec2
kTIC
)1/2
LEdd (B4)
(see Done et al. 2018) and fv is free parameter which is determined
by comparing with the results of W96.
We calculate the density of each shell ni j assuming mass con-
servation along each streamline.
ni j =
∆ ÛMwind(Ri)
mI vl(Ri, li j )4piD2i j (cosαi − cosαi+1)
(B5)
where
∆ ÛMwind(Ri) = 2pi Ûm(Ri)Ri∆Ri×2 = 4pi Ûm(Ri)Rid(tanαi+1−tanαi)
(B6)
The total mass loss rate at a given luminosity L is ÛMwind =∑
i ∆ ÛMwind(Ri) = 2.0 × 1019 g/s (L/Ledd = 0.3), 8.0 ×
1018 g/s (L/Ledd = 0.08), 2.1 × 1018 g/s (L/Ledd = 0.01).
Finally we, calculate the column density.
NH (Θj ) =
∑
i
ni j∆hi j (B7)
where
∆hi j = d( sinαi+1sin(Θj − αi+1) −
sinαi
sin(Θj − αi) ) (B8)
We assume Keplerian velocity on the disc plane (θ = pi/2
which is at j = 40) so that
vφi,40 =
√
GM
Di,40 sin Ai
(B9)
and assume the angular momentum conversation along stream line
so that
vφi j =
vφi,40Di,40 sin Ai
Di j sin Ai
=
vφi,40Di,40
Di j
(B10)
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